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DESIGNED FOR

General public, patients, customers

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE
Bacterial Filtration Efficiency Rate (BFE) > 95%
A disposable, soft, lightweight, fiberglass-free,
and splash resistant protection
Protection against large splashes or sprays
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Europe
(EN 149-2001 +A12009) (Type 1)
China
(YY/T 0969-2013)
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Navigating the new supply chain during a pandemic
During times of crisis, such as natural disasters, power outages, or regionalized impacts, a
business has an opportunity to enact what is called their “business contingency plan” (BCP).
BCP’s should acknowledge how some of these initial concerns will be addressed during times of
a fluctuating supply chain:
•
•
•
•
•

Does the demand exist for our current products?
Do we have the capacity to replenish our products for consistent inventory?
Do we have dedicated warehouses or transportation companies that can ensure delivery?
Can we distribute our products in a timely manner?
Is our work force protected?

However, what our world, individual countries, and localized economies are dealing with today is
unprecedented. That is why it is important at Restore Robotics to provide our customers with our
BCP to show how we differ from other suppliers during the COVID-19 outbreak. We understand
that during times when you need protection the most, to have assurances that we can deliver our
products to you in a timely manner.

Let’s take a look into our BCP during COVID-19:

Does the demand exist for our current products?
Yes! At Restore, we aim to provide personal protective equipment (PPE) for healthcare personnel
and other protective products for the general public’s usage. In 8 weeks, we have provided 76
million pieces of PPE, protective masks, and hand sanitizer directly to American hospitals,
retailers, and distributors from our international manufacturing facilities.
Currently, American hospitals and healthcare facilities are experiencing shortages in PPE. How
does something like this occur? It can be as simple as a disruption in what is considered the
‘normal’ supply chain. During this pandemic, we have personally observed facets that disrupt
‘normal’ behavior: increased shipping prices, increased quality control checks at international
borders holding up material for days, fake PPE trying to pass off as NIOSH-approved, and even
‘middle-men’ brokers offering cash to facilities with already promised buyer inventory. That is why
we have entered what we like to call the ‘new supply chain’ pandemic era. In this thinking, we
have tried to cut out as many ‘middle’ men as possible. That’s why at Restore we are involved in
every step of the supply chain process of our products, starting from manufacturing to the final
delivery at your American business or hospital.

Do we have the capacity to replenish our products for consistent inventory?

Yes! We are contracted with different manufacturers in China to receive 100% of the products
produced at their factory (or their ‘production capacity’). As well, we have ensured that the
manufacturers chosen are in full operational capacity to import into the U.S.A. (correct certificates
and standardized testing documents required). Each week we also deliver the outer packaging
cartons to our trusted manufacturers, cutting out another ‘middle’ man internationally. Given that
one of Restore Robotics partners lives in Hong Kong, we can physically check in on our
employees, trusted manufacturers, transportation, and delivery of products to the border without
there being a threat of a language-barrier.

Do we have dedicated warehouses or transportation companies that can ensure
delivery?
At Restore, we do not utilize brokers to get our products between warehouses or to the
consumer. We do however, use multiple facets of the transportation sector each week, all
delivering our products to the U.S.A. at different speeds. Our current modes of international
transportation include using privately chartered planes four times a week, UPS shipping, and
freight cargo ships. Every two days, we have semi-trucks leaving our international warehouses to
deliver products to the various transportation modes, beginning the shipping process to the
U.S.A. In this way, we hope to combat recently increased wait times at Customs by utilizing
multiple points of entry. And, if and when a situation like this arises, we have inventory already in
stock at our American warehouses or in flux to the U.S.A. This approach has given Restore a
continuous flow of PPE and hand sanitizer to our customers (76 million pieces in 8 weeks),
making it not only into the country safely and under the proper legal regulations, but to your
business or hospital quickly after arriving to our American warehouse.

Can we distribute our products in a timely manner?
Yes! We own sectors of the transportation and distribution of our products, including ownership
of the shipping containers, semi-trucks, and holding warehouses. This significantly cuts pick-up
and drop-off wait times for our products to arrive to international border checks and to the final
delivery destination in the U.S.A. Our currently owned holding warehouses are located
internationally in Hong Kong and Shenzhen, China and domestically in Anaheim, California, and
Buford, Suwanee, and Alpharetta, Georgia. As well, we have our own security team guarding the
warehouses and shipments to ensure no products are stolen.

Is our work force protected?
Yes! Protective face masks are provided for our employees to wear that are not currently working
at home. Financially, our work force has not experienced any furloughing of employees, but rather
hiring more to help pack and distribute products at our American warehouses. We have 100
employees split between our warehouse in Hong Kong and Shenzhen, China and about 75

employees in our logistical and management teams in the U.S.A. Furthermore, we have work
force that live on-site at our international warehouses dedicated to the protection and weekly
quality control testing required from our PPE products.

Our Story
What did Jason Li and Clif Parker have in common besides their ZIP codes? Their desire to HELP.
Both Jason and Clif met only through a ‘friend-of-a-friend’: Jason’s current business partner Brad
Yen at i-Blason, a multi-million dollar global company supplying top-of-the line phone and tablet
cases, knew a friend working at Restore Robotics. Restore, a company responsible for repairing
surgical robots, was looking for dependable supply lines coming out of China for personal
protective equipment (PPE). Clif Parker, CEO of Restore Robotics, had gotten a phone call from
Ardent Health, expressing their dire need for PPE materials for their 31 hospitals. When other
clients began to call, the same desperation in their voices pleading for any help, it struck an
emotional chord in Clif. “I remember just thinking. How could I possibly make this happen?”
Enter Jason Li and his partner Brad Yen. With their combined beginnings in IT infrastructure and
marketing analyses, they started i-Blason in 2011. Using dedicated contracts with manufacturing
facilities in China, today the company has grown to supply their products to cities all over the world,
from Dubai to New York. With such a massive logistical network in place from their years at iBlason, Jason and Brad were poised to help bring in PPE to Restore’s clients. Especially given that
Jason and Brad had already donated millions of pieces of PPE to China’s citizens around the
Chinese New Year, a time when the COVID-19 outbreak was in full swing.
“It was pretty crazy. We met for about an hour and a half on March 19th with five us against the
walls talking in a room. I knew after meeting Clif, and talking to him for hours on the phone, that I
could trust him. And that he could trust me. We haven’t even signed a contract.” Jason remarked.
Four days and ten million dollars later, they started shipping out KN95 respirators, face masks,
isolation gowns, and face shields from China’s shores. Only ten days in, they had flown over 15
million pieces of PPE to the U.S.A. “Right now, I don’t think any privately owned company in the
U.S. has been able to ship more than us. We got 40 million pieces into the country over 4 weeks,
spread between private jets, cargo boats, and Boeing 747’s. We have invested every penny into
the inventory needed to provide safety to American workers,” Jason uttered over the phone.
Simultaneously, Restore was not only trying to provide PPE to its previous customers, but
something more familiar to them: ventilators. Another pleading phone call from a client in New
Jersey led Clif to one of the craziest experiences in his life. Three maxed out credit cards, and one
private jet at 670 miles/hour, Clif was able to supply an extra inventory of 21 ventilators to a
hospital ‘hot spot’ in less than 12 hours. The next day, receiving a phone call from the Top
Executives of the hospital system explaining that he may have just single-handedly saved 19 lives

hit Clif harder than any business transaction he has ever done. “I remember getting off the phone
and wandering out to the fire pit stunned. It really changed my whole outlook on this pandemic.”
Clif and Jason are truly an unlikely pair coming together to help a nation combat a fractured global
supply chain system’s impact on our healthcare system. Clif and Jason have aided in supplying
Americans with PPE when they have needed it most. And they will continue to do so. Because at
Restore, they hope to keep any business, small or large, to run under safety standards the public
needs at this time.

Unloading ventilators in New Jersey, U.S.A. in March 2020.

Top left: Inventory of Hand Sanitizer during late April. Top Right: The best way to get product over internationally is to
sometimes buy out passenger seats on commercial flights! Bottom: Happy to receive product!

Our Certifications and Standards
All FFR or face masks used for medical purposes in the United States must undergo certain
regulatory testing requirements per the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Such regulatory
testing’s are completed to meet specific performance requirements and physical characteristics in
order to guarantee a quality and consistent product. Other countries (i.e. New Zealand, Australia,
Japan, China) or regions (Europe) have adopted their own specific testing requirements for FFRs
and face masks, and in some cases, international standards (ISO) are agreed upon by leading
experts from different nations. However, during a crisis or pandemic when these products become
increasingly more scarce to find, other regional standards are adopted in order for continuous flow
of product to regions experiencing disruption in supply lines. This was recently observed in the
United States, where the FDA has accepted a slightly different quality of standard for N95
facemasks for healthcare personnel dealing on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/03/health/coronavirus-n95-kn95-masks.html). Now, the FDA
has approved the use of KN95 or FFP2 masks, which offer similar quality and protection but are
more readily available and less costly to manufacture.
•

•

Our company meets the ISO for sector specific application of quality management systems
(ISO 13485: 2016) “for providing medical devices and related services that consistently
meet customer and applicable regulatory requirements”
(https://www.iso.org/standard/59752.html; https://www.iso.org/iso-9001-qualitymanagement.html).
We use recognized performance standards from Europe and China to deliver consistent
and safe FFRs and face masks to our clients.

Please take a moment to review our official documents.
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
ACCORDING TO THE
REGULATION (EU) 2017/745
File. No.: C200414133C
Manufacturer

: DONGGUAN ZMIAO HEALTH TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
Building 118, No.22 Xinghong Road, Xintaiyang Industrial
City, Lincun, Tangxia Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong
Province, China 523710

Product

: Disposable medical non-sterile mask

Model

: ZM025, ZM025A

Classification

: Class I medical device
According to Annex VIII of Regulation (EU) 2017/745

Date of Manufacture

: Mar 2020

European Authorised

: 3A Inno UG(haftungsbeschränkt)

Representitive

Eisfelder Str. 12, D-96450 Coburg, Germany
Tel: +49 8803 8919981
Email: 3ainnoug@gmail.com

Harmonised Standard
which Comply With

: EN 14683:2019
Medical face masks. Requirements and test methods
Type I

The manufacturer declares under his sole responsibility that the above product under normal
conditions of use and determined by the manufacturers Conditions is secure and all necessary
legal conditions and Requirements fulfilled. The product is a medical device that is unique Use
is intended and only corresponds to the manufacturer's instructions.
The manufacturer declares that he has taken all necessary measures to ensure that the
Conformity of the products placed on the market with the technical documentation and ensure
the basic requirements for this type of product.

DONGGUAN ZMIAO HEALTH TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

ISSUED DATE: 14 APR 2020
EXPIRED DATE: 13 APR 2021

